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Prime Minister

TUESDAY'S DEBATE

1. You have, already, a copy of the letter dated 25th November, signed

by 25 of our backbenchers.

2. Herewith a disturbing note of today's date from Michael Jopling, with

whom I lunched today.

3. I said to Michael that I thought that Geoffrey and Leon should decide

which of the now 45 people they should see on Monday, and that if

they have not done so already, Geoffrey and Leon should clear their

diaries fem. Foy l
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4. Clearly neither will have any time at all on Tuesday to see our

backbenchers.

5. I also suggested to Michael that it would be helpful if he could

engineer an invitation from the original 25 who are meeting at 6.00 p.m.

on Monday, to Geoffrey. Michael and I share the view that,

in reality, Leon would be a more effective Ambassador at that meeting

than Geoffrey. If an invitation to Geoffrey was forthcoming, then

it would be possible for him to plead an unbreakable engagement so

that Leon could go instead. On the other hand, you may think that

it would be impossible to suggest to Geoffrey that Leon would be

a more effective Ambassador, although I believe that that is the case.

6. Michael takes the potential rebellion on Tuesday rather more seriously

than I do, although of course we must do everything in our power to
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minimise it.

7. Michael, though an outstanding Chief Whip, does not share our

conviction. Like the original 25, he, in his heart, favours

reflation and foresees the deepest difficulty for our Party if

the Budget is not reflationary. I take the opposite view. In my

opinion, the gravest danger for the Party and country is if we

follow our predecessors, and lose our nerve.

8. Michael is leaving this afternoon to speak in Norfolk. Geoffrey

will be back in No. 11 soon after 3.00 and is seeing the Sunday

Lobby at 3.30 p.m.
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9. Would you like to see him when he gets back and before the Sunday

Lobby?
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